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Test Valley Packaging have developed “Cargo Absorbent” in
response to increasing demand from the Airfreight industry.

Protective Layer
The challenge was to address the
contamination/corrosion to aircraft parts
in the cargo hold through uncontrolled
condensation caused by leakage of
frozen and perishable products during air
transportation.

Absorbent Material
Cargo Absorbent acts as a layer of
protection and is capable of absorbing 5
litres of liquid per square metre, with
a barrier coated HDPE Film base which
prevents liquid penetrating through to
the floor and an absorbent top layer.

Specifications
Classic (available from stock)
The classic and robust Cargo Absorbent can
absorb up to 5 litres and can be cut to size.

Product code: CA1550
Width: 1.5 metres
Roll Weight: 20 kilos
Roll Length: 72.6 metres
Material weight: 183gsm
Absorption: 5 litres per square metre
Square metres per roll: 109

Perforated (lead times apply)
The perforated Cargo Absorbent is thinner than
the “Classic”and is perforated at 2.5 metres.

Product code: CA1515P
Width: 1.5 metres
Roll Weight: 20 kilos
Roll Length: 151 metres
Material Weight: 183gsm
Perforated: 2.5 metres
Absorption: 1.5 litres per square metre
Square metres per roll: 227

For perishable products with
temperature sensitive requirements
Pharmaceuticals, Flowers, Vegetables, Beverages, Poultry, Seafood, and live stock
are just a few of the products that require special temperature requirements to be put
into place in transit. Strict industry standards insist that measures to protect an aircraft
are put in place.

This high performance absorbent material can
absorb 5 litres of liquid per square metre.
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Click here to
watch the
demonstration
video.

If this document is a printed version please click the
QR code or visit: www.testvalleypkg.co.uk and take a
look at our videos.

To discuss how Cargo Absorbent can help you improve your export
safety, contact Test Valley Packaging. Tel: 01722 414 800 or
Email: enquiries@testvalleypkg.co.uk
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